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The Music Deoar tment will begin 1972 with 
a th ree day " NEW YEAR'S FESTIVAL 
featuring the Baruch Choraleers , The 
Facu l ty String Quartet , the Baruch Wind 
Ensemble , and various Music .Facul ty 
Soloists playing both, solos and in ensemble . 
The concer ts will take place in Room 1220, 
Main Building on the first three days after 
the hol idays. On Monday, January 3rd there 
will be a s t r ing quar te t concert a t 12:00 
noon; a concert at 1:0G consisting-of a Bach 
Violin Concerto; and at 2:00, another si 
qua r t e t reci tal . 
On Tuesday, J anua ry 4, there will be a piano 
rec i ta l at 12:00; the Choraleers and Folk 
Songs a t 1:00; a piano and cello rec i ta l at 
2:00; a Baruch band concer t at 3:00. 
On Wednesday, J a n u a r y 5, the piano will be 
used in th ree chamber works : a t 12:00 a 
P iano Tr io ; at 1:00 a Piano QujnteU at 2:00 a 
P i a n o Quar te t . 
In all 10 concer t s will be presented in the 
th r ee days . These are F R E E of ADMISSION 
CHARGE. Students, faculty,- staff and 
fr iends of Baruch College a r e w a r m l y in-
vi ted to a t tend. 
L a t e r in the Spring Semester , the JAZZ 
W.ORKSHOP, which m e e t s in Room 1220 on 
Wednesdays from |$: 00-5:00 will p r e sen t a 
p r o g r a m . This group, under the supervision 
of Mr. Steven Por ier is building a workshop 
c o m m i t t e d X&rnwce t han j am session 
p lay ing . Admission to the group is by 
audi t ion. _Thte"sJabiIity to r ead mus i ca l 
nota t ion is not necessary . What is r e q u i r e d 
t o tu rn -out a s nearly «r professional p roduc t 
a s possible. At present t h e r e is a n e e d U d r 
"oca'ist^- sr'cT-a drurT!*Tie'* M s^rrr,b*:>~"s ""^  ^"^e 
Workshop select mater ia l and try to perfect / 
T h e Choraleers , under the direction of Miss 
Mir iam 3r:ckm.an, will p resen t a program, 
he spr ing. At orsseni they 
' ----& 
,n::—P<= m n s t m a s program :n m e Oa.-i _ 
>rehestra unde r 
/or.aid Ber ra nlans a 2 
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oormc a~ oer:ocs or.ts iron 
piano concerto by Mozart. 
Before the semester draws to its close, a s is 
i t s custom, the Ivlusic Depar tment will again 
p re sen t its Recital Series. At this t ime it is tc 
be hoped that students will join with the 
mus ic faculiv in :he music making. 
Havens Doesn't Show for Convocation 
DAWSON 
arents Meet Baruch 
Baruch College's annual P a r e n t ' s Day 
was held Sunday, D e c e m b e r 12, a t one 
o'clock. It began with severa l shor t 
speeches ^ & : i ^ ^ ^ a t f 4 d J k o r ] ^ | n ^ ^ ^ £ P K S ^ ^ group discussions wftn p a r e n t s r ' S 
l eaders , and faculty, concluding with a tea 
in the Oak and Marble Lounges . 
Dean Roy R. Senour, J r . pres ided over l i e 
' .uditerium o r e ^ r a m . After welcoming the 
^ C i C nts nc :n -oduced .- ' resicent v^ingtie.c. 
Wingfield told the p a r e n t s tha t the 
"process- of a collegiate educat ion is gett ing 
c rease :r. the amount.of knowledge whicr. is 
demanded. Dean l e inwanc . u rgec l~.e 
paren t? tc allow their s tuden ts :o pursue 
heir own goals, not the goals of their 
oarer. ts: while Dean Manser, s t ressed the 
. V \ ^ _ - C i - . V - ' w W _ :a:nta:n:m 
o •=•--, er speaxer-s were _>r. 
Smith of the Depa r tmen t of Compensatory 
parr.s. and "the S E E K Depar tmen t , and 
Rosenberg of the F r e s h m a n Orientation ' 
T h e pa ren t s then formed smal l groups 
with a faculty m e m b e r and a s tudent leader 
and were escor ted to a c lass room where 
hour of th is informal exchange , the paren t s 
were taken to the Student Center where they 
r e f r e shmen t s and further oon-i . .
 ; v V ' ^ 
ve~*s. < = . . - ^ . : . . £ . 
>eer Blest He*& 
i-.ua. jieer j^_ast, s^cnscrec. 
iy the Senior Class, was held this -jzar in 
•leadrest, 2<C- E a s t 22nc S l ^ right after 
Convocation. T'"s o—s cc.-ar 3e°"" B-as ' 
.me. and food. 
Fas t Beer 31asts were held :~ llze George 
Hotel, but this y e a r a new 
.•-v asnmgto : 
t v. C
 v . . . ^ > 0 ^ / . . d ^ 
"/Cost people enjoyed 
the Headrest and were 
Several m e m b e r s of the Winter Consort 
extended their per formance when Richie 
Heavens did not appear for Baruch ' s annual 
Convocation, last Thursday , December 16. 
When Heavens , who appeared late to past 
Convocations, did not appear by 2:30 P.M., 
the Convocation was ended. 
J im Dawson was the first performer in-
troduced by the m a s t e r of ceremonies , Deon 
Y a n c e y . D a w s o n ' s s ing ing w a s well 
received by the audience. He joked with 
those assembled suggest ing that they bottle 
some of the air there , and calling them a 
"bunch of drug add ic t s . " 
As is tradit ion a t Convocation, Baruch ' s 
much loved Dean of Transportat ion, 'Tony, 
made a special appearance . He joked, sang, 
danced, r ang bells, bounced balloons, and 
blew kisses to the standing ovation he 
received. Tony hoped for peace in the new 
year^, and asked Baruchians to sp read love 
and kindness . 
The Winter Consort was the next, and 
'unexpectedly last, i tem of en ter ta inment . 
Thfex^ passed their unusual music to those 
ga thered . T h e audience often burs t into 
applause dur ing a number , showing their 
p leasure . 
But t h e pe r fo rmances of J im Dawson and 
the Winter Consort could not totally r e m o v e 
t h e d i s a p p o i n t m e n t fe l t w h e n - R i c h i e 
Heavens did not a p p e a r . 
Marble Lounge 
on _-<"r:day, December Iv, 1S71 ''z~.3 stuc.er.ts 
~-y.:—£- ;— the "VIarb~e Dou^ss a" ahotz''" '<^*?~" 
d idn ' t h e a r the usual Dylan or San'tana. 
Ins tead their ea r s w e r e filled with the alien 
?ound of Russian folk songs. Students of 
Russ ian classes 31 and 32, invited ~zy ~ZZ 
Benji Ecks te in , s ang the tradit ional "Stenka 
Raz in" . accompanied DV their t eacher , l*lr. 
Robert Barre t t . Russian TSCCTZ.S were also 
ojayeo.. i^:nce nooocy -enQc or rzo-ec~ n*wU*m« 
:he show, Z guess we.can a s s u m e that it was 
a success . .-_ n u m s e r ot s tudents te^t tnat it 
was good oackgronr.c.- music for cs^dle 
m a k i n g ! 
the Slavf 
singing group can regis ter for Russian 31 or 
Anyone mte r s s t ec :n ;o:n:ng tne S.avtc 
.dz.z: iit:u o-c. /. 
^anguage Depar tmen t . 
unseiini ri@iping ?@©BIS ieeoms ft 
oeconoe 
exper ience life in a way 
Counseling an-d" Testing Dh 
•:s:on •: 
;o : r.se.-.ng 
cr. 
r.d _es: d iv i s ion 
secor.ol 
i.oor f the 24th Street Building, is designed to he ip^^uden t s "work through -
any problem that they might have, whe the r 
i t ' s educational , perssqal or voca t ional . " 
The s e r v i e n t s comprised of four counselors 
who, beside Dr. Scharf, include Dr. Vincent 
Bryan , Dr. Elizabeth Hiscox, and Dr . Helen 
Si lverman. Al four are clinical psychologists 
who have post doctoral t raining in 
psychoanalysis and psychotherapy: E a r n 
coun<^elor sees at least twenty students" a 
week. Supplementing^ the quartet^4s~-Mrs. 
Viola Rosenheck whose specialty is l eaves 
o f a b s e •:$ <L -&» 
The most -frequent problem, tha t -> turn 
s up in C AND T is two-fold: 1. t he t ran-
sition between adolescence and adulthood, 
anct2. a lark of ability to experience the fact 
that a student can make more choices than 
he thinks h e has available to him. O T H E R 
- 0 - 3 ' 
MS RANGERROZvl 3E1XC- F R E E 
)EXT WANTS TO STUDY. TC BEING 
C TO 1,0VE SClvIECNE OE THE 
)S1TE SEXt Living a t home is another 
^ 'ki **> t*'* 
icult for a stucen'' 
•ay oi iite 
i— -'-c, -'• "~-=.->—— 3 5 
n.iout navmg a 
independently. Many s tudents who ccnojg'ic 
C and T for advice find it difficult to handle 
p r o b l e m s wi th t h e i r -^ 
p a r e n t s . 
Dr. Scharf expressed the belief 
counselors in saying, " O u r ro .e is r e a „ y 
i a.- tne 
 : 
only to heln the student become a w a r e of his 
> tr 
We 
nangups so 
nor n:m 
with in-
- C c i i . 
dec:s:ons. we don't oake t h e m 
although we will ^provide h im 
formation or suggest a l t e m a t i g e s . " The 
and T chief s t ressed t ha t t he counseling 
se rv ice is completely voluntary and con-
fidential. Most s tudents who go to coun-
seling are not seriously dis turbed but go 
there to work on some p rob lems which a r e 
"'"b^t^erYng^thernTC^ 
seriouslv dis turbed. 
A: . " 
other^se^vice of C and T is to give tests for 
vocational in teres ts for those who h a v e 
difficultz deciding what to become . "Of ten ," 
Scharf explained, "w e find that when a 
has difficulty making up his 
mind about v h a t to study, the difficulty is 
S5~ 
<vhere hsv / sn i s to oe. ' : 
TLcLDi-'.^y tC g'3~ C-OSc tC O&Cp-E: 'iC iQTTT. 
~ S'""'° " / = 1 2'*" "r^Tg""" - "~\<s - - ' p-^ " --'-"— - /=i/o" • —'p"c *^  ' 
: "> ^" 
students . This":s not typical only of Baruch 
students , -in Scharf 's opinion, but rather of' 
our whole society. "We often feel hopelessly 
f - - vo* cut o : : , . one .y a n c i s o - a t e c , 
p sycho log i s t c o n t i n u e d . " A person 
desperately wants to feel close and warm 
with people but he can not, he dares not 
5-hare his innermost feeli gs, and , a s a result, 
frustration, tension and depression in-
c r e a s e . " It is usual ly a new and freeing 
experience for a s tudent to sha re ^painful 
ordeals and thoughts with a seasoned adult 
whose goal is unders tanding. 
If any student feels that he has to see a 
counselor immedia te ly , provisions will be 
made for him al though appointments a r e 
preferredv-C and^-T^ceunselors^also vork 
with drug problems but students_who a r e 
seriously addicted, a r e referred to outside 
places for longtime help . 
In inviting s tudents to take advan tage of this 
worthwhile service, Dr . Scharf s ta ted tha t 
"if the re ' s anything on their minds , if they 
WOUJC yust -iKe 
should feel free 
noir.tm.ent, and i 
s t imulat ing and 
«n ins ooiTizozi ot 
r
.z.&~ f - * o l <--• - > V ^ « 
to taiK :c someone, mey 
zi'P, ir.a.\8 an ap-
ge tne: 
, o a r u c f s neac ana.j/'st- mo 
wanted to be an engineer . It 
—:a r~ ~ "s £ ^ 8S _ "*'o** "o e-"'e**'r*' 
'_In-A-'orld War II ~ 
pun in tended) , 
was^not untrr^after his d ischarge tha t he 
decided to teach. He then lived in Is rae l for 
several yea r s , spending about one and a half 
- of t hem on a kibbutz. He also worked with 
dis turbed children in Je rusa l em. It was this 
exper ience that prompted him to become a 
psychologist . ScharHaoids a PhD in clinical 
psychology from New York University and 
has s tudied at the NYU postdoctoral 
p r o g r a m in p s y c h o a n a l y s i s and . 
psychotherapy. His underg radua te work 
w a s comple ted a t the NYU . School of 
Educat ion and his m a s t e r ' s degree is from 
the CCNY School of Psychology. He has 
previously worked in schools, hospitals and 
-clinics as—a psychologist- a n d cur ren t ly 
main ta ins a small pr iva te prac t ice . Now in 
his fourth yea r a t Baruch , Dr. Scharf is 
m a r r i e d and has two children. 
J a c k Scharf pointed out that peoplerefer to 
psychologists as head shrinkers but they a re 
really head expanders . ^ 
^ -
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Steve DePass 
ThexlDepartment of Germanic and: 
Languages is offering for the first tim 
the Spring, 1972 semester, courses in 
dish literature in translation. The number of 
the rnnrsp i s Yiddish 22. ; 
Baruch's Favorite Poet/Singer 
will perform on Thursday, 
Jan. 6, 1972 12-2 
Description: 3 hours, Tc red i t s . Yiddish 
Literature, representing different periods, 
authors and genres, as a mirror of Jewish 
culture and life and as a part of world 
literary movements. No credit toward a 
specialization in German. In English. 
Fulfills base curriculum for B.A. students. 
During the day session, the Department is '• 
also offering E l emen ta ry Yiddish for 
beginners. 
Description: 3 hours, 3 credits. Pronun-
ciation, essentials of grammar, elementary 
phraseology. Development of proficiency in 
reading, writing and speaking. Two terms. 
"Hours: 
Yiddish 22 TWF 12:00-12:50 
Yiddish! MWF 12:00-12; 50 
ATTENTIONSKIERS 
There will be a meeting of the Baruch Ski 
Club on Thursday, Dec. 23, at 12:00, in Room 
711. All students who are interested in 
weekend ski trips, or a trip to Mt. Snow 
during intersessiori, are invited to attend. If 
you are interested, and are unable to attend, 
contact Jeff Talan at 225-9511. 
HP A hereby challenges any school club to a 
game of two-hand touch football. If in-
terested, please see Jon or Mitch in room 420-
During the Winter Recess the Library will 
be -
Open Dec. 27 (Monday) - Dec. 30 (Thur-
sday) - 9 a.m. - 10 p^m. 
Closed Dec. 24 CFritiay), Per ?s iSat4— 
Dec. 31 (Friday), J an . 1 (Sat.) 
SHOWCASE '70 OPENS TOMORROW 
A series of rock concerts featuring new-
groups who have many things to say 
musically will begin tomorrow, Wednesday, 
' December 22, at 9 p .m. at Showcase '70, 
located at 443 Park Avenue South,-near 30th 
Street. Concerts will be held Wednesday and 
Friday nights with two groups performing 
each night. A much-talked-about grouaAvill 
open in January. Universe uses laser beSfris 
to create their unique brand of "electronic" 
rock and—video^ Their lyrics deal with 
philosophy and hl3maiHties^Jk)jL_fjjrlher 
information call 565-9171. 
CFD 
The Committee to Foment Democracy 
will have" its first all-Baruch meeting on 
Thursday, December 23, 1971, a t 12:30 in 
room 1205. Everyone who believes (?) is 
welcome. Feel freeuta bring refreshments 
and be prepared for a change. 
JOIN 
S.C. We 
vacation nope to play aiter 
,. rn-,--; stmas TICKER 
^ 
Start the yeaiLoff right! 
LEADERS 
WORKSHOP 
Applications are 
available in Room 
408 
212 
420 
Lobby Desk Student Center 
Applications are due by 
Jan. 7/1972 ., 
Workshop Dates Jan. 
20-23, 1972 
Scholarship Appications AvaiaWe m 411. 
LUPO 
_ - -ds is the most successful film in the histo-v 
or
 :sr£ei motion pictures. It is the hilarious story-
o^ w^invejuive, conservative, irascible Lmpo 50 
year ••Die. ^•ne o^ * ^ p rr,oi AT„V, T7-~~ •»«• - ^ 
d
 0 r
 i l i e
 • ^
 e i
 Aviv n e a MarKet, anc 
:_s encounters with bureaucracy, t e c ^ 0 * o ° v - ^ 
~ ~ nvj .arv. 25 year oic Yuca 3arka~ gives -.a 
WBMB WILL BROADCAST THE 
BANGLA DESH CONCERT 
THURSDAY 12/23/7112-2 
POETRY SUPPLEMENT COMING SOON. 
SUBMIT. 
/ 
Ttes. Dfecall*-
•a. > 00 NOON 
spo^sfiReD BY w i t e i . 
ki WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1971 
-N TICKER 
rg^a^sajga^^ggg^^iMP ', „; ' jsu 
-s* ••'-•- - V - ; • ' - . - -...•:-•• ~T"-*~C^CV~5*V
r52- -y^-^^^r^- A' 
?<5 
^ 
LECTURE 
Topic: Political Prisoners 
by Fermin Arraiza, 
Puerto Rican Lawyer 
Date: Dec 23, 1971 
Time: T2 - 2 PM. 
Place: Rm 1013-1014 
Main Building 
Sponsored by P.ft.f.D.E. 
> 
<^  
4 •- * 
i 
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-
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THE FRESHMAN CUSS PRESENTS 
FREE 
HOLIDAY 
CONCERT 
OAK LOUNGE WEDNESDAY DEC. 22 
11:00 am 
12:15 -
j L 
|ll|llllll!(j|!!!lJfiiHfir 
|lBllmiiifi'!ilirlhJiM/Jil 
\Acrexfif77ve p&rr-xes SE*MCC-
• 11:45 am 
1:00 pm 
ENJOY A WONDCJtFUL 
WINTERFESTTVAl" 
OF FUN at 
HOTEL & COUNTRY CLUB 
Monticelio, NY 
CHRISTMAS, Dec. 24-31 
INTERSESSION, Jan. 21-30 
Sking ' • Skating • 
Tobogganing * Indoor Pool * 
HeaMi Clubs 
3 days, 2 nites 
Includes room, a l meals, 
taxes, and tips 
COUiGE WINTERFESTIVAL 
(212)781-9660 
Box 211, Fort George Station, 
New Yoric, NT 10040 
Brochures available: Col Now 
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Mike Smith, Lower Fresh-
man Accounting 
Because the cafeteria is mote 
^centrally located and access to 
dbe student center is limited. 
Jay Moscowitz,- LJF./Accti 
It's the closest place from my last 
class, besides Fm on a diet. 
m 
•I 
1 • ; • : • 
i ••-•:• 
/ 
For this holiday season, T ICKER has prepared a list 
of gifts that it would like to give. The list is as follows: 
President Wingfieid: a long gray beard and some face 
wrinkles so that people will stop calling him a Boyscout. 
Dean Benewftz: nothing, what do you give a man who 
thinks he has everything? / 
The CbaJHion: anything Bio-Degradable, which breaks 
up after it is used. 
JStwkgit Senate: Romper Room, so that it could meet in 
an ofnce which fits its actions. 
$feve Hornberger and Leon Yancey: a strike, so that 
they will hav(e something to do. 
Roberto Roariguez: a Yiddish accent, so the Student 
Senate will listen to him. 
Mr. Temares: non-moveabte furniture. 
Dr. Clair Brody: Dr^ Jerry Rosenberg. 
Or. Jerry Rosenberg: Dr . Clair Brody. 
Ticker Association: a choice. 
Freddie Greeitblat: a large cork to close 22nd St. 
Liberal Arts Faculty: the same end of the 
Sharon Finkelstein, 
Acct. 
The S X . is much ^  too over 
crowded and it seems tBat no one 
ever wants-to get intof a good 
conversation; 
-\ 
Larry Wasson, Lower Junior, 
Marketing . 
The lobby does not have a 
diagram of the building, I have no 
idea of what's in the S.C. 
Richie Mickol, L.F., Acct. 
My previous class is on the 13th 
floor then I Jiave a 45 minute 
break, my next class is on the 
10th so why should"*! go down to 
the lounge then come back up. 
Michael Leigh, E.F., Acct. 
My classes are on the 10th, 11th, 
and, 8th floors. It wastes time 
running from building to 
building. 
•V4:V: - - i^ .J N~ 
^m^mmmm 
-.''.-'ii^Sfc'iwi^ttti-ifiii*'; 
i»i«pti>rr^ 
£J^ 
December 14,1971 
Bob Barrett: 
have started ,to write this 
many times, but after 
reading (whatever there was to 
jpiad) ^this week's Ticker 
(December 14,1971) I find I can't 
keep, quiet any longer. 
be the 
student 
W$ 
per, then why are 
it for the sole purpose 
jh&fseotoy* (Your 
of December 14, 1971) 
real ly proved this.) 
"IS A NATIVE QF A COUNTRY 
••>**••••••; » • : : ' > " • 
?^^«*F^ 
SS-i»*; 
I was reading the article that 
$ a s .written in the. Ticker by 
A; Taylor and some' 
; came to - iny mind 
the use of the word 
r its theoretical as well 
^prac t i ca l meaning. 
defines invasion as 
a # or instaiHse of invading: 
entry of an army into a 
orplunder." 
oil this definition, I ask 
; is the building of a few m-
e iax>ject for cJSgeris in a 
fiie 
of 
&3&K* 
%&£&*#•& fgg^mm^mm 
You seem to be able to obtain 
news (its importance i s 
debatable^) but lack the ability of 
putting it together in a creative, 
good-looking newspaper for the 
students to read. 
I know it is difficult to run a 
newspaper, but if you would 
concentrate more on the looks 
and content of Ticker and less on 
ybur^Jsojjgd relations with the 
faculty, i t might prove wor-
thwhile. 
Thank you, 
A Student (sic) 
on the"'scarcity of resources on 
/the other. If we as people would 
deal with humane issues, rather 
than inhumane one*, there would 
be no slums, no rapes, no 
muggers or killers, enough tou 
fear..: -• 
• Why are you talking about Mr. -
Lindsay? You imply in your 
article that if YQtJLwere he you 
would not bufld a Low-Income 
Projectnext to your mansion and 
Cadilac limousine either. You 
imply you would have built it 
somewhere else just as he did. 
If you feel that violence is-the 
answer to the "invasion" of 
Forest Hills, don't be ashamed of 
your feelings or blame mem on 
anyone else: after aSh, our great 
cojuntry was btdlt on the very 
^oiffid^tion of those reelings AIKT 
if you feel that the housing 
shortage in N.Y.C: is not so great 
as to warrant the butkdmg of 
add^taonal residences for people ~ 
of mis country, don't feel bad: 
after «U# yo« have a jpeadeoce. '-' 
OURSELVES'^ and; stop blaming 
our mulevirabie, feel ings on .., 
someo«ie else. REST IN P 
RACJKUW1SONTHE 
In view of the colorful and of 
inaccurate rumors con< 
the possible reorganization of the 
Evening Session at Baruch 
College, I believe it is important 
that I set the record straight. 
1. In October, I appointed a 
committee, chaired by Professor^ 
Emanuel Saxe, to investigate the 
feasibility of integrating- <for~ 
budget purposes) the day and 
evening sejpion students. The 
recommendations of that 
Committee are cited below. 
2. The question of a single 
session was raised with the 
committee as a result tof our 
efforts to find.a budget formula 
which would permit Evening 
Session parity with the Day 
Session. Currently, a day session 
FTE is funded at approximately 
twice the level of a matriculated 
evening session FTE. This 
funding formula is a matter over 
which Baruch College has no 
control-
3. It is not the single session 
which threatens the quality of the 
evening session but rather the 
funding formula, which by its 
nature dictates an inequity. (In 
an effort to maintain Baruchs 
evening session at an acceptable 
level, we will this year transfer 
: approximately $100,000 from' 
graduate session funds. We 
cannot continue this prac-
tice.) 4. I am unalterably op-
^my diminution of the 
or quantity of evening 
-VBoir*. Certainly, New 
Yfl^f citizens wbov are pursumg 
educational objectives while 
rftiM 
budget-must be found. 
5. The Saxe Commission 
recommended the following+ 
"The Committee recommends 
that a determined effort be made 
to secure budgetary provision for 
evening session students tFTE) 
on the same funding basis as that 
cwrrentty -provided-—for day-
session students, without merger 
of the two sessions. The Com-
mittee feels that this direct ap-
proach to the correction of the 
existing inequity is desirable 
since the determination as to the 
advantage of such a merger is 
directly dependent upon the 
amount of any budgetary benefits 
received and should be made as 
an entirely independent matter in 
the light thereof. 
If any significant b e d ^ 
advantage might be obtained, 
the result of the proposed merger 
of the two sessions and without 
harm to, or diminution of. the 
evening session offerings and 
structure now in existence, and if 
due* recognition Js given to the 
need for the solution of the 
several important, related 
problems...the Committee would 
endorse this as an acceptable 
alternative recommendation." 
6.1 will not take the initiative in 
reotgamzing the Evening Session 
unless gains for after 5 p.m. 
students can be achieved. I am 
determined to maintain the after 
5 pjn. offerings of the College at 
the highest revel consistent with 
budget.. ; 
. Copy of the complete Sare 
Committee Report may be seen 
To the "writer of "The Outsider", 
Mr. Andrew Franklin 
Dearest Andrew, my very good 
friend— * 
If they took away your quart of 
Ripple would you be able to write 
better than your past editorials-
Get sober. 
-fcove, 
Mona 
r STTtttoe school functionsdon't 
please you—stay home and get 
potted. 
PRAYER FOR THE NEW YEAR 
by Wendy Lee Seigal 
PLEASE... 
ss afct Fbf give us for our sensele  ts 
which inflict pain and- sufferuig 
upon others, and help us to see 
the wrong in our judgements. -
Forgive us for^  our greed and evil 
tendencies, and help us to see the 
evil in our^thoughts. 
Forgive us for all our negligence 
of duty and kindness toward our 
fellowman, and help us to see the 
good which may result from 
being kind. 
Forgive us for the prejudice and 
unjustifiable animosities we may 
k*Y*ii * ^ hrfp^ us to a»,th«_need 
for uni^y and love "ainongsf 
peoples. 
Forgive us for all of our sins, if. 
you can find it in your power to 
forgive, and enable us to live 
another year so that we may be 
able to correct all of; the errors 
coromited in the year which has 
just passed; 
iveiKhvjeqoal right to 
a taxHiapported col lege 
M- -* J ' • ; ^ v 
^
hl
^Jbm^ mPean^Mopa^Ofnce, Room 502 This i s our prayer for the new 
24th Street Building. -*>; 
CIydeJ.Wnigfield 
^> President 
year. There i s nothing more to 
saybttt-? ' - - - • : * - } : • ' . : -
'ffiKKMS;- i V J W ^ ^ t . - r^SV-lJBi-
m&M*m?**^ W 7*z¥s&»:: #%&vrM;*:x 'U*:-tK.-*^ "~i-K~ 
- - ^ 0 > V v ^ K > i 
sr.-
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C o n t i n u e d from last weeR ~ * 
HADAR—Uignity and pride. The concept 
of Hadar, a concept which the^great Jewish 
leader Zev Jabotinsky attempted to instill in 
the' oppressed and degraded masses of 
Eastern Europe, is still a principle that we 
carry within us at all times. The hatred and 
,contempt of the anti-Semite i s an attempt to. 
degrade the Jew. It is an attempt to instill 
wittum^inv a feeling of inferiority. It is an' 
attempt^wbich, all too often, succeeds in 
promorag Jewish self hatred .and shame in 
an attempt to escape one's Jewishness, 
Hadar is pride. Hadar is self respect. Hadar 
is dignity in being a Jew. 
The words of Jabotinsky echo-in majesty: 
"Hadar! A Jew, even in poverty remains 
x prince. 
Whether servant or serf you were created 
the son of kings, 
Crowned with the diadem of David; 
In light or in darkness, remember the 
The pride which we feel in our Jewishness, 
in our history, in our suffering and in our 
triumph over that suffering is a pride that is 
not an artificial one. It is not a negative one 
but one which is rich and well deserved. 
te- •*. ^ 'S^Si^^^S 
of The Jewish Defense League 
Persia, Antiochus of the Greeks, Hadrian of 
the Romans, Christian fanatics throughout 
Europe and Asia Minor, Muslim fanatics in 
, North Africa and in the Middle East and 
finally, the twin horror of our own time: 
Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. These 
stand as a continual threat to the survival of 
the Jewish people, a threat which has been 
met by us in stubborness, strength of pur-
pose, and a tenacity which creates within us 
Hadar. 
Is it not clear, then, why we have such self 
respect and dignity in being Jews? We 
believe that the Jew with his ^ ^ h and 
magnificent- record of civilization and 
culture, with his magnificent talent, is an 
intellectual monarch and a cultural 
aristocrat. We are proud of the stubborness 
that the Jew has displayed in his tjattle for 
survival. We believe that to be a Jew is to be 
given an awesome challenge—a challenge to 
greatness—and his self-respect, this pride, 
this dignity translates itself into a way of life 
and a method of behaviour in the everyday 
life of the Jewish Defense League member. 
the young Jew only understood what he 
possesses and what be throws away! The 
Jewish Defense, League is committed to 
redeeming our youth with love -and with 
pride—Hadar. , 
For tne JUL. member, Hadar also meansa 
revolution bis own life. A Jew must be moral 
and the JDL member must practice this in . 
his everyday Bfe. He does :tfus in his 
behaviour to fellow human beings; net the 
way he -speaks, softly ami courteooslyV^m 
the way he watts, ^proudly yef not 
arrogantly; m m e respect which he 
demands from others and ^ •ebich he gives 
t h e m . •' 
Hadar is also translated into the 
relationship between the Jewish Defense 
League member and bis leadership and 
philosophy. The Jewish Defense League 
represents an ideal and. a philosophy and, 
therefore, whether it be an office or an of-
ficer, of the organization, respect must be 
accorded to the status and to the ideals 
which these represent. The Jewish Defense 
League leader has been chosen to guide. He 
must be shown the respect which bis office 
demands. -
• * . . • - • - ^ 
In turn, the Jewish Defense League leader 
must show that same respect to those whom 
He trains, that every guide worthy of the 
name shows to those whome he would mold 
and teach. 
• ^ ^ & -
"«-3tt-.:' -
^*m> 
And, of-course, there is the pride in 
knowing that one is in the ranks of those who 
understand /ton* perceive -the reality of 
Jewish life; who have 
and sacrifice; who have 
because of an inner com 
people. Be proud that 
vanguard and let the 
Defense League," be part of the comfort and 
consolation that comes from knowing that 
Continued onjrage 7 
cafiedto duty 
that call 
veo f 
Qie 
"Jewish 
Above all, when there are no roots, when 
mere is no. pride in heritage, in history and 
in people, there cannot be pride in self, there 
The total absence of Hadar y i sroe l -pr ide^?^?^ 0 ! ^ . ^ " i S ^ ^ J P l S ? E ^ S S L ! ^ ! " 
in-Jewishness—finds its bleakest expression ~ ~ ~ 
in the failure of the young Jew in the Galut, 
in the Diaspora, to have any self pride— to 
haveaiiy pride in his people, in his heritage, 
in lus history and in his future. Its place is 
- taken by. self-hatred and a desperate search 
for goals in life. Thus, we find the houng Jew 
- expressing his admiration for non-Jewish 
heroes^ even-those, and at times especially 
those, who are both anti-Jewish and 
dedicated to ddestroying the State of Israel. 
One who does not know anything of bis 
history and of his heroes, will attempt to find 
-'* -~~other-^eroeSr-C«e ^hose-la<& ^-knowledge 
^ of things which would give him pride in 
- • hiinself^and his people will search out other 
iiyt^i wHInTcai 
hatred. This self-hatred, this hopelessness, 
this rootlessness must lead to a desire for 
self destruction. There must arise a death 
^wish. At times, this death wish remains a 
thing within the Jewish individual leading to 
his- own personal . destruction. At other 
times, and it is becoming a greate 
phenomenon in our.times, it leads to the 
concept, "Let my soul die with the 
Philistines," and the self-hating individual 
becomes wrapped" up in mindless and 
heedless anarchy wishing to destroy as 
many others as possible so as to take them 
with him. In the oy£e case, we find the houng 
Jew turning inward. He seeks escape, h e 
seeks self destruction through drugs , 
hedonism or thrugh suicide. In the 
^
 t The Committee to Foment Democracy" 
refuses to 
There's a great deal of talk about how 
college students are working^ within the 
system to change the system^Iir* f*act, it 
came to m y attention several, weeks a 
that some dean was asking why this kid 
Franklin wasn't act ively engaged in 
correcting the numerous and sundry ills of 
the high school. So this kid Franklin thought 
a bit more than usual and spoke to close 
friends who had.agreed with the columns 
printed in Ticker and finally came up with 
the idea of forming an organization. This 
organization is known formally as The 
Committee to Foment; Democracy though 
it's certainly a lot easier to refer to it as the 
^CFD." So what? What can CFD do? what 
wilHi^fUHciiai^^ 
recognise 
that the outside world exists except in the 
i
~nginatioW , of several bilhon insane 
pie. We feel that Baruch as an institution 
has lain.dormant too long; that there is 
nothing exciting going on; that the m a j o r i t y ^ 
of Baruch students don't care for their 
school and have no wish to be. connected in 
any manner, shape or form with Baruch. 
You could say that we are militant 
a pathetics. Our goal is to clear the smoke 
from the air of Baruch and to present life at 
Baruch in its clearest form: black and 
white, no shadings of grey. We will be the 
Devil's Advocate at Baruch, we will say 
what needs to be said. By the same token 
CFD rejects power, authority and 
In effect ^fie~ 
•
 J
 *r^V.. 
•"^ v?r-~ 
••••-• - * — < 
Nor is this lack of Hadar confined to the 
houng Jew. Itfinds expression, though more 
subtly, in his parents, that generation which 
attempted to flee from an open expression of 
Jewishness, which substituted for true 
Jewish values an American synthetic 
version thereof, which substituted for the 
difficult but glorious heritage a culture 
which consisted mainly of Jewish food, 
lavish Bar Mitzvas, and resort hotels, in the 
Catskil ls—and Miami Beach. This 
How sad! What a waste and a tragedy! If 
shallowness, this emptiness leaves its mark 
on both parent and child. It leaves a vacuum 
which, if not-filled by Hadar Yisroel,^wiH-be 
filled with a hatred of everything Jewish. 
The commandments of the Torah, which 
are the means to reach this holiness, these 
difficult bbut beautiful commandments are 
part of the Jewish heritage which also calls 
for Hadar. The Shabbat,. which imposes 
upon the Jew that immense self-discipline to 
turn away from thoughts of material gain 
and give himself over for one comfplete day 
to something higher, to contemplate that his 
material prosperity is dependent uponJthe 
wifl of G-d. 
The laws of kashrut, which elevate man 
from the animal and which raise his base 
instincts for survival through eating, to a 
spiritual plane. 
The laws of ritual purity, which take the 
most driving mstinct within man, that of 
sex, and elevate it tothe greatest concept 
that has ever been created—4ove. 
All these add to the pride, to the Hadar 
that we feel, in being Jewish. But perhaps 
Hadar reaches its zenith when we con-
4emplate with a j n i x t u r e ,,-of broken-
heartedness and yet glorious pride, the 
stubborn refusal of the Jew to give up his 
faith either to the swords of our enemies or 
to their blandislunents. —= . - '..—: 
solutery no connection with any group or 
party outside the brick pde and actually 
To All Of Our Friends, 
The list of Jewish enemies seems endless: 
Pharaoh^,Assyria, Babylonia, Haman of 
in their own image by Using the tools CFD is 
preparing; to offer. The means m a y seem 
strange and farfetched^ incredulity and 
skepticism wiH be the main opponents. Yet, 
stranger things than the CFD are taking 
place otoday on this wild planet and the 
absurd becomes commonplace in a world 
where anarchy is everywhere and the center 
stops holding (plagiarism). Extremism in 
the defense of liberty... -But who are the 
members of this insane group? F-ck-ups and 
SNAFU- artists just like you. Extreme 
rightists and not so extreme, leftists. 
Represetives of all the academic classes in 
Baruch, liberal arts and business students, 
religious and blasphemous, -alKare to be 
found under our mushroom cloud (or 
nuclear umbrella). The main charac-
teristics uniting them is a vague sense of 
bitterness at being cheated,' a desire to 
change the present situation, a need for 
purpose and aim and a well-developed in-
stinct for fun. There's room in CFD for 
almost everyone. Those who don't belong 
know who they are without me having to 
point out their disqualifications.; The 
Committee to Foment Disorder sounds like 
the distorted dreams of minds gone mad. 
But they laughed at Jesus, Tamberlaine, 
Marx, Hitler and Nixon. They donZt laugh 
anymore. I hope to see a good many of you 
at the CFD meetings on Thursdays at 12^30 
in room 1205. Only yon can polarize thmgs 
and stop the factory on 23rd street. 
Okay, here it is. Binge Week £B schedutod 
to begin on Monday, January J, 1W2 as a 
I ami 
.of the 
entire week on 
cannot, 
illegal' 
msm: 
m~ 
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CONNERY IS BACK AS BOND 
The basic premise when approaching any 
totalization of Ian Fleming's Agent 007 
novels that star Sean Cbnnery is that it can't 
possibly be bad. In line with the tradition 
already set diamonds are forever is a rip-
snorting, actiam packed, highly exciting and 
thoroughly delightful film. Noted for his 
finesse, chic^-saviorfaire, taste in wine and 
women and ability to extricate Mmself from 
situations that Bulldog Drummond or Shaft 
couldn't handle, Mr. Bond is back with a 
bang (take it as you wfll...that&a capital B 
in both words.) And: interestingly enough 
this latest escapade relys less on fantastic * 
gadgetry and more on story and screenplay 
and it is a successful as any of its 
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER does have 
Producer 
Director 
Screenplay 
Music 
Original Novel 
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER 
Albert R. Broccoli and Harry Saltzman 
Guy Hamilton 
* Richard ManJriewicz 
CAST 
James Bond 
Tiffany Case 
Plenty OToole 
Blofeld 
fo-Gpk>r 
Running Time: 1 hour. 50 minutes 
MPAA Rating: "GP" " 
Everything You Always Wanted To Know About Sex 
But Were Afraid To Ask 
- Pier Paolo Pasolini, who has given us 
'fTheGospel According to St. Matthew" and 
^Teorema", has always imbued his films 
with an earth quality; a humaness and 
reality created by a variety of cinematic 
techniques. Pasolini has frequently used 
unknowns for principals; he has used rocky 
or desolate or shabby though stark locals 
and he often uses closeups on characters, 
that /are invariably interesting visually. 
Each of these techniques are used to the 
greatest effectiveness in recreating several 
of. Boccaccio's original "Tales of the 
Although theTHE DECAMERON has an 
*'X" rating (whatever that may mean) it is 
not -1 repeat nota 'duety* movie! It isV rather 
THE DECAMERON 
Producer 
Director 
Screen Adaptation 
Director of Photography 
Ciappelletto 
Andreuccio Di Perugia 
Peronefla 
Alibech 
Rustico 
Head Friar 
Giotto 
CAST 
Alberto Grimaldi 
Pier Paolo Pasolini 
Pier Paolo Pasolini 
Tonino Delli Colli 
Franco Citti 
Ninetto Davoli 
Angela Luce 
Patrizia Capparelli 
Jovan Jovanovicn 
Gianni Rizzo 
Pier Paolo Pasolini 
In Color. From Unk&H Artists 
MPAA Rating: "X* 
RUpntng Time: 1 hour, 41 minutes 
In Italian with English subtitles 
a series of ribald' and bawdy tales which 
reveal the sexuality that we all feel and the 
taboos that we all Jove to break. It is 
humorous and biting and penetrating inthe 
extent to which it maintains a contemporary 
relevancy. From the tale of the gardener in 
a nunnery to the story that reveals the 
ethnic prejudices of the Neapolitans we are 
amused, outraged, proded and entertained. 
It is visually and audibly earthy as the 
stories that are related. The entire film 
takes on the aura of that which is being 
portrayed. 
Pasolini has used every -talent at his 
command to create an intelligent artistic 
motion picture. The result is a striking film. 
**5** 
. STANLEY" KUBRICK'S 
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE 
Produced and Directed by 
Screenplayljy 
Basedoathe Novel by 
'UpcUwte-Mqaic Composed 
and Realized by 
Editor 
Costume Designer 
Camera Operators 
futuristic' account of teen-age gangs (I screenplay, must be credited withkeeping 
question whether the actions of these gangs 
Stanley Kubrick , We so futuristic.) It is a story about "ultra 
Walter Carlos 
Billy Butler 
Milena Canonero 
Ernie Day. Mike MoUoy 
iMlil i i ir i 
Symphony No. 9 in D l ^ o r by Ludwig vaa Beethoven 
and"WflliamTen"by ~ ^ - Gioacaino Rossini 
Pomp and Circumstance Marches 
No. l and 4 by Sir Edward Elgar 
Sjtogm^in*tfae Rain-by S A r m w Freed and Nacio Herb 
rerryTucker Overto i l to the Sun by 
I Want To Marry a Lighthouse 
Keeper eomposed and performed 
by 
CAST 
Alex 
Mr. Alexander 
SsS&ZZ 
WMb: Mkbael Bates . Warren Clarke, John CKve, Adrtense 
CMa^vCiri Duertag. Panl Farrell. CKve Francis, 
jgnaajM Xkwer,- Ifiriam Karmi. James- Marcus,- Aubrey 
~=—^ Godfrey Quigjey, Sheila Raynor. Madge Ryan; 
Savident. Aamony Sfcarp, Phflw Stooe, Pauline 
Tjrzack. 
Stanley Kabricae>-vriolence'V& mechanization of the human 
Anthony Burgess
 1^Xid and ^ , d y I t i s a cold and remote tale; 
one whose/inherent nature, like cartoon or 
satire, keeps one always on the outside 
looking in. Consequently one is always 
removed' from the circumstances occurring 
in an alien atmosphere. To increase the
 r . , - ^ ~.^v,«„v» 1*^*0 »»««•.«. 
distance between reader and character, Mr.— must accept the fact that they 
Burgess has created a new 'language' - a people who are simply 
preponderance of bastardized Russian - for 
the novel. The novel is difficult to read, but 
becomes easier as you go along. Ultimately 
£ie novel "A" cClockwork Orange" is 
distinguished only by an unusual literary 
technique (for which there is a'glossery.) 
We are thus presented with an eminent 
director's film of an undistinguished novel. 
THIS is the primary and basic fault with the 
film. < ^ 
Stanley Kubrick, who has written the 
the feeling of othe novel. But the feeling of 
the novel is no feeling. The film, too, is 
remote and alien in mood, time, local, 
language and character presentation. The 
people in the film have definite character, 
but they are violent vapid one dimensional. 
They act out their parts in society for no 
reason and with no motivation other then 
they are there and this is what tbey/io'. One 
' " useless 
. ^ ,
 x of their 
environments and the resets of society's 
impersonal and mechanized direction. They 
Erika Eigen 
~j" 
Malcolm McDowell 
Patrick Magee 
are ultra-sexual, ultra-violent, innocuous, 
perfidious and ultimately *a-dynamic\ 
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE will have a 
difficult time, too, in living up to its direc-
tor's predecessor "2001: A Space Odyssey." 
It will inevitably be compared to its ultimate 
disadvantage. It is technically repetitive 
and an imitation of "2001,.."; The same 
Generation Gop...Of Sorts 
^ T g j B ^ ' W B a t o Limited fflm. Distributed by Warner 
»8H*Brs> 
A CLOCKWORK 
at the- Cinema I 
19 71, is not a good film. But 
^ ^ p w ^ i b f r aware that its multitude of 
~~"" " . ite-and 
iencerather than just7 a 
. There is undoubtedly a 
. .. <>f talent displayed particularly 
part: of Malcolm McDoweP, buTthe 
I remote in feeling, 
partJaDy successftil in pur-
in 
l^l^^/dfeplays^ar great deal of 
*a£ 
•&&&* visual-" level; ~"must be 
as^ to the merit of its original 
nov^ by ABthonv Burgess is a 
Imagine Ruth Gordon looking like Maria 
Uspehskaya and acting like Ali MacGraw 
and But Cart looking like Tom Thumb and 
acting Wee Little Lord Fauntleroy aftec JL 
session *rthT. R. Baston and you've got a 
mental image of-the two lead characters in 
Hal Ashby'sv latest film. Reminiscent of 
"Whereas Pappa?" this witless little film 
tries toonard tobeoff beat as it preaches its 
do-youT own thing' credo. 
- r "Harold' and ^faude" is the story i>f a 
woman approaching her *oth birthday who 
meets and begins a 'love' affair with a 
wealthy teen-age Godzilla. The old lady lives 
in an 6M railway car and delights in at-
tending funerals (anybodys funeral) , , 
stealing cars and outsmarting the police. 
The young man lives in a palacial estate and 
delights in faking suicides - to scare his 
mother to,death,-1 suppose^ 
HAROLD AND MAUDE 
Producer 
Director 
Written by Colin 
Director of Photography 
Music 
Colin Higgins and Charles Mulvebill 
Hal Ashby 
John A. Alonzo 
Cat Stevens 
CAST 
Maude 
Harold 
Mrs, Chasen 
d a u c u s 
Unde Victor 
Ruth Gordon 
BudCort 
Vivian Pickles' 
Cyril Cusack 
•Charles Tyner 
i * ^ j * w ^ i - i ~ i - < . * ^ ~ * ^ ~ 
These two bizarre characters meet. She 
teaches trim to live life and he teachers7 
her...wel!nothing really. Unfortunately, too, 
the film amounts to nothing. 
Ruth Gordon walks trough the film 
looking like she just got out of bed; her 
performance is mediocre. Bud Cort is the 
male counterpart of Catherine Deneuve in 
Pohmsky's ^Repulsion." Mr. Ashby's 
direction is sombre and annoying. 
"Harold and Maude**^»ars~a~singulaF 
resemblance to ''Where's Pappa?": it has 
four or five laugh lines and everything in 
between is vapid. 
"& 
Ian Fleming 
SeanConnery 
J01 St. John 
Lana Wood 
Charles Gray 
J immy Dean 
Bruce Cabot 
some interesting accouterments. Beyond 
die beautiful Jill St. John as Tiffany Case 
and Lana Wood as Plenty OToole there are 
several fantastical instruments,, many 
beautiful sets and an automobile ckase that 
is as good as those in 'Bullitt" and "The 
French Connection" combined^./ 
The story, which involves diamond 
•smuggling and recovery is able to stand on 
its own. The music is good (thoughfnot the 
bes^Bond y o r e ) , the direction is excellent, 
~12ie~pnotography is superb and the acting is 
as always uniformly above average. 
• There's not much more that can be said 
about DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER. It is 
exciting, amusing, entertaining and the best 
action film of the year. * : 
tfu A tf£ d& d>^ dj& — 
%P %p %P w nP 3P 
DOLLAKS 
Directed by 
Produced by 
Screenplay by 
Photography by 
Music by 
"Money Is" and 
"Do It To It" performed by 
"When You're Smiling 
performed by 7 
Richard Brooks 
M J . Frankovich 
Richard Brooks 
Petrus Schloemp 
Quincy Jones 
Little Richard 
Roberta Flack 
CAST 
Joe Collins 
Dawn Divine 
Mr. Kessel 
Warren Beatty 
Goldie Hawn 
GertFrobe 
With: Robert Webber, Scott Brady, Arthur Strauss, Robert 
Stiles. Wolfgang Kieling, Christlane Maybach. Hans 
Hutter. Francoise Blanc, wait Trott and DarreU Arm-
strong 
Distributed by CdQimbia Pictures, m Color ^^ 
lUgamig TiiThe^ tl>oxgr-3glnlnutes. 
MRilA,.Batting- V&_" ,, .,.^.-,..-- ~ ~ , 
No Uus is not a review of "For a Few 
Dollars More" or even "A Fist Full of 
Dollars". Rather it is for a slam-bang, 
thoroughly enjoyable and taut little item 
called COLLARS. 
Shot on location in Hamburg, Bavaria and 
Scandanavia the film is, if I may quote Mr. 
Vincent Canby, "A good Saturday Night 
Movie." It is briskly paced with excellent 
photography, well acted by a uniformly 
competent cast and it builds to a crescendo 
of delightful excitement. DOLLARS is the 
story of a bank official (Warren^3eatty>Nand ~ 
his 'companion' (Goldie Hawri^ wbe-r*ther 
cleverly swindle several swindlers. An 
excellently fitting musical score by Quincy 
Jones and rapid cutting enhance the 
suspense inherent in the screenplay. 
What makes collars such an excellent film 
is that its sole purpose is to entertain. It has 
no message, no hidden meaning and no 
moralizing-. Warren Beatty is very com-
petent in a role that is otherwise un-
demanding and Goldie.Hawn is excellent as 
his associate in crime. Gert Frobe as the 
bank director is rather good as the scatter-
brained executive. 
DOLLARS is perfect, light and exciting. It 
deserves to d© as well as some other action 
films now around. 
S~ 
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JDL. . . continued from page 5 
on/s.'s life was put to holy-purpose'. 
How magnificentiydid Jabotirisky put this 
concept when he wrote of the simple soldiers 
of the Jewish Legion of World War I: 
i....The Jewish people did not thank those 
five thousand; they need no thanks. But in 
their inner consciousness there lives that 
feeling of pride to which I have given ex-
pression; the time will come when Jewish 
children will learn this truth together with 
their alphabets. And to each one of the five 
thousand, I say what I once said to my 
"tailors," taking farewell of them at our last 
camp at Rishon: "Far away, in your home, 
you will one day read glorious news of a free 
Jewish life in a^ f^icee Jewish country—of 
-factories and universities, of farms and 
theaters, perhaps of M.P.'s and Ministers. 
Then you will lose yourself in thought, and 
the paper will slip from your fingers; and 
there will come to your mind a picture of the 
Jordan Valley, of the desert by Raff a, of the 
hills of Ephraim by Abuein. Then you shall 
stand up, walk to the mirror, and look 
yourself proudly in the face. Jump to "at-
tention," and, ^alute yourself—for 'tis you 
who. have made it." 
B'AHAVAT YISROEL 
N . Y . S . C O - O R D I N A T O R 
NORMAN HOROWITZ 
No Classes on Friday 
Ail students must 
pick up their 
registration confirmation 
R E F E R E N D U M FACT SHEET 
1. Due to a mandate of the Student Government a 
re ferendum w i l l be Jreld dur ing regist rat ion and In f ron t 
of the main aud i to r l i fm . 
2. The re fe rendumjs a question as to whether the Student 
Senate shall be held over for another t e r m . 
3. The proposed re ferendum w i l l be worded as fo l lows: 
_. Jflfe-the members of tJie Student Goverirment of Baruch 
College propose the following referendum: 
Due to the lateness of the elections this te rm and the 
holidays incurred, the Student Senate has not had 
adequate t ime to fulfi l l its obligations to the Student 
Body. Therefore we ask you for your permission to stay 
in office for the full year. In cases where Student 
Government officers have resigned or do hot wish to sit 
for another term, there will be a general election held for 
those vacant positions. Do you support this referendum? 
4. Dee to the t i m e factors involved j l a t e elect ion, 
ho l iday) , the Senate w i l l be able to m e e t a m a x i m u m of 
f i ve t imes this t e r m . 
5. This does not make It possible for the senate to become 
a cohesive body and complete the projects it has 
undertaken. 
6. Wi th a new eject ion, a great amount of t i m e w i l l be 
wasted in the p re l im inar ies of gett ing the senate together 
(commi t tees) . 
7. Due to these facts the Senate recommends that you 
vote Y E S on th is re fe rendum. 
Thank you. 
Senate Referendum £omrh i t tee 
Choose your favorite Christmas clicheT 
pick one just right for the occasion. Mine 
happens to be "Keep X in Xraas." Seems to 
beXmas time again and to interject your 
favorite adman's clever cliche, its ap-
parently gone, uh, to the Dogs. 
That's right folks, we're barking op your 
tree with some news about Christmas-type 
records. Are you ready for this? Quick find a 
hydrant before you lift up a leg! Just wait 
till you perk up your ears to the sounds of 
"Jingle Bells" by the infamous SINGING 
DOGS. Yes, dear friends,, man's best friends 
have trooped into the studio and barked 
along with bitch to turn oubuT^a snappy 
JINGLE BELLS. I'm sure youve been 
hearing it on the radio*. Why, Howard Smith 
of WPLF (the Baruch College Ticker of New 
York radio) has been playing it on his 
Sunday night show for months now. And 
now, quite largely thru Howard Smiths 
efforts RCA records is releasing'JINGLE 
BELLS, by the SINGING DOGS hi time for 
Christmas gift giving and taking. Howard 
Smith almost singlehandedly collared some 
RCA executives, reminded them of the song, 
and thus inspired its re-release. Actually the 
record was first released in 1955, the work of 
a truly great Dane by the name of Don 
Charles.. Mr. Charles assembled the song 
: out of toned dog barks and a track of the 
aforementioned JB. RCA records, uh, had in 
its possession, the master of the recording 
and now, friends you may run out and 
purchase the record today! Despite the 
appealing novelty of the record, I cannot 
ascertain whether of not Howard Smith's 
dog-audience has increased as a result£fhis 
influence. He has said of the Ticker on rhany 
occasions "the Ticker? You know what I use 
that newspaper for !!" 
Ever since I first-saw her I rpomised 
myself that I would write to you about her. 
This girl's name isBonnie Raitt, with a good 
guitar and a frist-lp on Warners. The lady 
goes.asjEar.as.they.go, and gets as good as 
.they, get KTUPS shp pi ays, black ones, bitter 
ones and* sweet ones. No anthems for 
juvenile delinquents like the Allman 
Brothers play. 
In concept, well in concert Id rather see 
her play than the prettiest English boys. 
Depends on your prerequisites I suppose. 
She trouped out on* the stage last spring at 
--Queens College before the Byrds did. 
Everybody knows how I feel about the 
•Byrds, they're the Ticker Association of 
rock and roll. The audience must have been 
student council or something because they 
wanted MeGuinn. It was the anniversary of 
the Byrds live album at Queens College and 
so the flashy fraternity promoter, you just 
know, didn't care about Bonnie. Till she 
appeared for Flushing's finest. 
Like the Stephen- Stills of starvation, 
1
 Bonnie has* that approach to the techniques 
of guitar;* bizarre fingerings, those wide-
open chords that drive people subtle-crazy. 
She usually begins with an acoustic version 
of Still's own "BlueBird." I am always 
thrilled-by guitar style, but to knock you out 
Bonnie Raitt has erer wares polished, like 
Phil says. The lady sings tough when she 
needs to, arid sweet when she has to. The 
influenced are eclectic. When; I fi^st heard 
her Pinade up this whole story about how 
she's been through lots of people and places 
and stuff. Well remember this is when most 
Baruch-easy riders thought you were quite 
too mucntf you' spent a weekend at New 
Paltz, m a f Anyway, Bonnie Raitt has 
collateral for her credentials,. I'll tell you it 
takes more than flannel shirts to do it her 
way. So some blues folks went far out of 
their way to help herout on her fksjtxecord. 
Junior Wells and A.CTi^eed on harp and sax 
respectively and respectably drove from 
Chicago to blow for Bonnie. Those cats just 
dont make friehds^with Leslie Wests, you 
understand. They do dig Bonnie. 
-Anyway her record is some kind of picture 
of where she's at now. I saw her play almost 
_JL8_mQnths_agojsoXdonT-Lknow what her live -
set is like now. But you may have seen her at 
Central Park on the same snow -as Carly 
Simon who liberates women like FDS does. 
Carly thinks blues are something to wear. (I 
love advertising Gives me blues) 
This record takes them away. It 
recorded live on some island near Min-
neapolis, on four tracks, and with a whole 
bunch of local friends in a band called the 
Bumblebees. Production was handled by 
pave Hay and by Willie Murphy who played 
folk blues as Koerner, Ray, and Glover 
when I was elligible for pimples. The idea of 
this Tap is to communicate subtly to y'all 
that this is one friendly, bluesy, good-time 
kind of record, something Which we've all 
been needing a lot of. Bonnie Raitt will be or 
was touring with Randy Newman recently 
so there's a chance to be first on your block 
to hear the best composer and blues lady 
around. Her stuff should get the big spread 
before'the Carlies urn, stop suffering from 
Anticipation. J? 
Listen to Bonnie Raitt before too long. I 
mean, could Carly Simon sing a song that 
says; *'I'm an electric blender, baby. • I can 
grate, whip, chop, blend, puree....and 
Liquefy." 
While Bonnie is a blues lady of the island, 
you know that Rita Collidge is the Delta 
Lady. Rita, it is obvious to anyone with a 
gut, knows her stuff, too. And on her 
. proverbial new album she, urn, slows down, 
and rocks along quite nicely on the record 
called Nice Feelin'. Many people are going 
to pass this one by, I fear. Too bad if you do. 
For her second outing Rita Collidge has 
chosen *to go at it more quietly, soulfully, 
than on the tasty Bar-Mitzvah that was her 
first record. This time Rita is backed by a 
steady band, the capital Dixie Flyers, with 
whom she also tours. That they spend so 
much time together is evidenced by the 
together sound they put down. 
There are so many little good things about 
Nice Feelin'. I like it because not a note is 
wasted,-nothing is overdone or sloppy. Rita 
:churns with' taat httricy h^^jvMp^j^bff^z 
•• it sure moves you. tfnfcoB "mc wriieTllkeJ»f 
Lawrence. The Delta Lady I found out 
recently. Is part Indian, nevermind which 
and part so many other things from 
that part of the south which is not Miami 
Beach. That r'n'b influence is everywhere 
anfiit works on you so well. Best cut is the 
title song written by Marc Benno. It's a slow 
descending bluesy progression, you've 
heard it a thousand times before. But Rita 
turns it into a personal kind of thing, that 
this music is her groove and then yours. I 
like the way the band Cwith Benno on guitar) 
round it out with taste. Just like you've 
heard in all those dixie barsyouVe beeirtor 
Baruch. On A&M for your pleasure. 
Jike 
rrrww 
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By the time you read this you will have 
either become sick of; have bought, or not 
even known aboutr the BENGLA DESH 
BENEFIT CONCERT album which will 
make us a swell xmas present. I know quite 
a bit about the situation there and it bothers 
me on many levels. It bothers me that so few J. 
freaks and rockers are aware of the reasons ^ 
why George staged the benefit in the first 
place; that Eric Clapton's presence is a 
more powerful political force man the desire 
for peace. Bengla Desh means Bengal 
Nation and Bengal is that area of India 
yearning for independence not only from the 
fascism and genocide of Pakistan but from 
history. It has evolved a culture of music 
and art as rich as any in the world and 
wishes simply to consolidate itself into its 
own political entity^Bengla Desh. Imagine 
how Raui Shanker feels. 
Thergjias been misery mere' for years, 
but wMuwthe newsreels at the concert itself 
showed the rape and destruction of Bengal 
people, dying people, rock n- roll people—;— 
clapped to the "Bengla Desh" record that 
wason thePA. I'm sure you've got your own 
problems. But in the nnext few days when 
you and your buddies rush xmt-to- cop the — 
three records, do us all some thinking jabout ^j^ 
the whys behind the music. Make that effort/'^ 
to know a little of *be history of the area, of 
Indian ideas, and of the day to day situation. 
Your conscience should be part of your 
- > * • • 
consciousness. The world should know that 
there are more important things than oil or 
Eric Clapton. Peace for the new year. 
. / 
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Cioldi^^ver, and I>n)n2e medals were 
given to the winners of the three man 
basketball tournament. A fine e?diibition of 
baskefhaTT ^fas displayed throughout the 
entire tournament. The winning team 
consisted -e4 ^ d w w Barber, Stanley 
StevensonY Carlton Butts, and ^Jeffrey 
FeJtoh/They aH received: gold medals for 
t h ^ j p e r f a n i ^ ^ silver 
-medalists consisting of Michael Moore, 
Maurice Monte, Cieorge Sande, and Gordon 
Farrier; by a score of 6*54. It was an ex-
tremery exciting and well played game. The 
halftime score was 32-28 The score was 
close all the way until some fine snooting by 
Carlton Butts broke the game open. Gordon -
Farrier played well for the losers. The team 
consisting of Stu Eisenberg, Steve. Gar-
"fimkel and Tony Tytuvus forfeited. So the 
bronze medals were awarded to Jose 
: Negron, Douglas L Fileppo, Thomas 
Seiarrino, and Larry^McCoflum, for third 
place. ^ \ 
Swim Meet 
The Men's Individual Swim Meet was held 
this past Thursday and many merman 
entered. Each stretched. their, gills and 
endeavored to break the records. . / 
The winners and places with times in each 
event are listed here: . v 
-^ Front CrawMOyds 
lst-Cboper-22.7 . 
2nd-Helmicki-23.5 
' 3rd-Kreisberg-27.0 
4th-Stokes-27.5 
. Sth-Leon-32.0 
6th-Rarigel-32.5 
grogs generalization, like "2001..." with a 
different story. 
. Visually A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is 
stunning. The sets are fantasmagorical and 
the costumes artistically creative. The 
soundtrack is unusual and effective as only 
Kubrick can nfake it. The direction is sharp 
and as artistic as. it was in "2001...'% but 
unfortunately it is the same as it was in lt3XBL..? r :,:: - —_•.,;:•• 
. It is difficult to judgfe the acting when one 
is being barraged with scene* of sexual 
violence, huge phalluses mat are supposed 
to be worksjof art and large erotic paintings. 
The cast was uniformly good with one ex-
ception: Malcolm McDowell. Mr. McDowell 
wasn't good...he was excellent. He i s an 
actor of ever increasing stature and ability. 
His performance is certainly one to be 
remernbered.^* -
I would hope that I have sufficiently ex-
plained why A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is a 
failure as opposed to a 'bad' motion picture. 
It unquestionably has a nich in the Kubridk 
philosophy, but it is simply not a dynamic 
film ^nor x a n it be considered an ad-
vancements the career of Stanley Kubrick. 
Let us just call it a'Status quo" 
Arthur IBHer's 'The Hospital", which 
Ap»««»rMnie» w o o l r « f tlw> S i i t tnn Ttifeatre, i s a n 
Otto Pr^mlnger is an amazing man. He 
has an uncanny ability to' take' potentially 
good material and turn it, consistently, into 
mediocre films. His latest effort ; is ."Such 
Good Friends" and is based onthe novel by 
Losi Gould which seems to have innundated 
the city of late. Although the film does have 
its high points, it is ultimately unrealistic 
and evasive. '«. 
As in Premjuiger's "Tell Me That You 
Love Me, Junie Moon" this film' involves a 
melange of love-bate relationships. As in its 
predecessor; '•f!&a£%Xx fails because of 
engrossing and delightfuL treat. It is im 
. mensely entertaining^ fast: paced, 
frequently hilarious and superbly ac* 
-ted, Paddy Chayefsky's
 vscreenpl ay i s 
intelligent and penetrating. His black 
comedy is reminiscent of Jules, JFeiffer and 
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. in its penetrating 
lucidity but,.nevertheless, maintains its Own 
identity. 
: «*The Hospital" is much more than ablack 
comedy, though, It i s a mystery, it is a 
eontemporary: .commentary, i t is a 
microcosm of contemporary American 
society. It is the most successful film of its 
genre because it does not create a gap 
between the reality seen onthe screen and 
its acceptance.' by an audience that is 
inherent in other films of this type. 
Watching "The HospUal" may be a 
berrifying experience. As Mr. Chayefsky 
explained at a press conference -after the 
screening - all. of the incidents in the film 
'. Actually have taken place. And what in-
cidents they are! Doctors die in patients 
beds, patients mysteriously die, wrong 
patients are operated on and much more 
chaos. ' . < • - . • ' - _ . . 
George C- Scott as Dr. Beck, Chief of 
Surgery^s absolutely superb. Diana Rigg is 
as beautiful as she is talented. The entire 
castisumformly excellent. 
f "Thewospital" is one of the best pietures. 
of the year because it bridges the credibjHty/ 
gap. It is as entertaining as it is incisivj 
- "The Hospital" on your 'must - see* 
then go again. 
'•••'•••~:1'~$\ 
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THE HOSPITAL 
Producer 
Director 
Screenplay 
Cmematographer 
Dr. Bock 
Barbara Drummond -
DrBruhaker 
Sundstrom 
Dr.Welbeck 
WilliamMead 
Drummond 
<& 
CAST 
Ifoward Gottfried 
ArUarJBiOer; 
Paddy C3>aye&fcy 
Victor J. Kemper 
GeorgeC. Scott 
Diana Rigs 
Robert Wahfen 
Stephen Elliott 
Richard Dysart 
Donald Harron 
Bernard Hughes 
•U$m 
A Howard Gottfried-Paddy Chaye£sky Production in 
association with Arthur Hiller . 
& Color 
MPAA Rating: GP 
Running Time: 103 minutes ^ . -
YOUR 232! I ! 
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and-Heunicki-W.l 
3rd-Kreisberg-43.4 
Chess Championship 
Going into the fourth round, three players 
lead with 3-0; Max Zavanelli, Kwok Tom, 
and Richard Wong (Glenn Dyson and James 
EHison have 2»^ >. The key games this round 
are: Zavanelli vs Tom, and Wong vs Dyson, 
off ^horfifth round will b€ 
-between the winners. Tlfcit-game will be held 
Thursday, Dec. 23 in the North Lounge, 12-2 
p.m. A- large demonstration board loaned 
from the Secretary of the Manhattan Chess 
Club will follow the game. AU interested 
studehte are invited. The deciding game of 
the sixth round will also be played in the 
^Jorth Ixrtmge, Jan. 6 rrhursday) 12-2 p.m. 
fFBSTiVAL" at the 
by TJyan Cannon, and her husband 
(Laurence KuckenbiU). Mother to two 
children, wife to a busy and successful 
husband, 'daughter of a wealthy and 
frivilous woman -her life is constantly filled 
with activity which is punctuated with erotic 
fantasies. When her husband enters the 
hospital for a minor operation and must 
remain there longer because of serious 
complications, she finds herself suddenly 
alone (in spite of her many friends) and in 
need of sexual and emotional fulfillment. 
Surprisingly the dialogue is frequently 
witty, the direction is briskly paced and the 
acting good on alt counts. The film fails 
because the story line isequivocated and the 
characters ultimately compromised. For 
die clever and jocose dialogue hides the lack 
of character development. Manyof the 
Characters are obviously shallow and 
displayed fs such, but one comes away from' 
the film feeling cheated, feeling that even 
superficial friendships and frivilous peoplV 
can be made to seem more realistic. Finally 
me film which was so specific in depicting 
movements and so decisive and clear cut in 
i t s editing opts for a rather vague and 
nebulous ending. 
: Even ignoring the medical inaccuracies of 
'^Such Good Friends" i t remains a disap-
pointing and unfuifilling work. 
SUCH GOOD FRIENDS 
ARTS & CRAFTS 
IntheAAarble Lounge 
Tues. and Weds. 
11-2 p.m. 
T H E A T R E WORKSHOP 
With Ricft Jude 
Tues. 3-5 
In the Oak Lounge 
SENSORY A W A R E N 
With Nannette 
Weds. 2-4 
in the Oak Lounge 
BLACK CONCERN 
^flraRJCSHOR 
This Week's Theme: 
" B t A C K CONrCER14 
Tues. 3-5* in 212 
WORKSHOP 
With Steve Fnedberg 
Thurs. 1^2 
Main Building/403 
GUITAR WORKSHOP 
With Jesys^Arzuaga 
Tues. 2-5 
•-^~"\T\ North Lounge 
The Staft & Students of 212 
Wish AH ot You a Merryj 
Ghristnnas 
And a Happy New Year fc:: 
C H O R A L G R O U P 
Sigti Up In 212!! 
Look for Utr io 
:--.;:3-^-c; mx 
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